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ABSTRACT
Objective: To review the diverse histopathological changes found in the cholecystectomy specimens operated 
for gallstones
Methodology: The study was conducted at surgical ward No. 26 of JPMC for 5 years from January 2012 to 
December 2017. As per policy, specimens from all patients with symptomatic gall stones who underwent 
cholecystectomy, were sent for histopathology, the reports were reviewed and frequency of different pathological 
changes were noted.
Results: We observed not merely chronic cholecystitis but a plethora of different histopathological changes 
including tuberculosis, premalignant conditions and carcinomas, with almost no suspicion of existing pathology 
pre-operatively.
Conclusion: This strengthens our belief that every gall bladder specimen should be subjected to histopathological 
examination.
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INTRODUCTION
Cholelithiasis is the commonest disorder of gall bladder, 
It is prevalent both in the east and the west, although 
the pathogenesis may be different. Common in females 
above the age of forty, stones are basically of three 
types: pigment stones, composed of bile pigments; 
cholesterol stones; and mixed stones composed of 
cholesterol, bile pigments and bile salts in various 
combinations. In the Asian population, 80% cases are 
pigment stones while 80% of stones found in Europe 
and USA are cholesterol stones and mixed stones1.

Chronic cholecystitis is associated with gallstones in 
over 90% of cases. Supersaturation and infection of 
bile are the factors that lead to stone formation and 
also contribute to the onset of inflammatory changes 
in the gall bladder wall.

A high molecular weight glycoprotein called Mucin 
plays an important role in protecting the gall bladder 
mucosa from the detergent effects of bile, while on the 
other hand, when secreted in large amounts, acts as a 
pronucleating factor and has been implicated in gallstone 
disease2.

With the passage of time, stones grow in size and 
number within the gall bladder, causing continued 
inflammation, which brings about various pathological 
changes in its wall including malignancy.

The aim of our study is to review the diverse 
histopathological changes found in the gall bladder 
specimens operated for gallstones in the local population.

METHODOLOGY

This is an observational study of 680 cases of 
symptomatic gallstone disease which were operated 
on in the Department of Surgery, ward 26, JPMC.  
Both open and laparoscopic procedures were performed. 
The duration of study was five years, from January 
2012 to December 2017.

All patients were adults above the age of 12 years and 
the removed specimens were sent for histopathology,
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transported in 10% formalin solution. The specimens 
were dehydrated, fixed and sectioned. Standard 
hematoxolin eosin staining methods were applied. 
Histological slides were prepared and examined by 
postgraduate students, supervised by the consultant 
and reported. Histopathology reports were reviewed 
and results were drawn.

RESULTS

A total of 680 cholecystectomies were done in the 
duration of study. 

DISCUSSION

In this study, 660 out of 680, the pathology in 
cholecystectomy specimen clearly showed chronic 
inflammatory changes, and in more severe cases, 
reactive proliferation of mucosa and eventually 
outpouching into the wall, forming Rokytinski-Aschoff 
sinuses. Although Rokytinski-Aschoff sinuses are a 
common finding in a chronically inflamed gall bladder, 
they may sometimes be mistaken for adeno carcinoma. 
Dorantes-Heredia R et al reported 8 cases of gall 
bladder specimen with Rokitansky-Aschoff sinuses 
which were misinterpreted as adeno carcinoma. They 
explained differentiating features of carcinoma and 
shared experience of having foci of adeno carcinoma 
within the Rokitansky-Aschoff sinuses in some 
specimens. They further suggested that pathologists 
should be well aware of these incidental lesions3.

Studying the effects of gallstones on the gall bladder 
mucosa, light microscopy examination of sections of 
the surgically removed gall bladder specimens, showed 
epithelial damage, and large number of mucous 
secreting cells. Gall bladder dyskinesia leads to gall 
bladder epithelium and smooth muscle layer is 
constantly exposed to concentrated biliary solutes, 
including cholesterol and potentially toxic bile salts1.
Moreover abundant mucin may provide a favourable 
environment for nucleation of cholesterol crystals from 
supersaturated bile4.

Xenthogranulomatous cholecystitis develops when 
Aschoff sinuses rupture into the wall of the gall bladder, 
followed by accumulation of phospholipid filled 
macrophages. Such aggregation of macrophages is 
called xenthoma. 

In our study, we found two cases of cholestrolosis 
associated with cholelithiasis. In most cases of 
cholesterolosis, the gross description shows yellow, 
punctuate deposits in a diffuse distribution, they look 
like the surface of a strawberry hence, the term 
strawberry gall bladder. Supersaturation of the bile 
with cholesterol, and abnormal lipid transport across 
the mucosa causes the formation of the lipid deposition5.

Epithelial hyperplasia is the most frequent change we 
found in 60% of our gall bladder specimens. Rahul et 
al found epithelial hyperplasia in 83 (69%) gall bladder 
specimens6.

Discussing the significance of hyperplasia, Albores-
Saavedra J, suggest that a small number of hyperplasia 
of the gall bladder may convert into atypical hyperplasia 
that progresses to in-situ carcinoma which eventually 
develops into invasive carcinoma7.

In rare cases of chronic cholecystitis, dystrophic 
calcification ensues, yielding to porcelain gall bladder, 
which may be a precursor to carcinoma gall bladder. 
It is rare and seen in 0.06 to 0.8% of cholecystectomy 
specimens8. In our study, we found just one case of 
porcelain gall bladder out of 680 cases.

The most important risk factor for carcinoma of gall 
bladder is gallstones which are present in 95% of cases, 
evidence suggests that only 1-2% of patients of 
gallstones develop carcinoma. It is reasonable to 
conclude that the common thread tying gallstones to 
cancer is chronic inflammation9.

Autopsy studies indicate that 1-4% of all patients with 
cholelithiasis develop cancer compared to less than 
0.2% of those not containing stones10.

The incidence of carcinoma varies in different studies, 
for example, in 290 consecutive cholecystectomies for 
gallstones, only 2 cases of carcinoma were found11.
Whereas in a study from Pakistan of 188 cases of 
symptomatic gall bladder disease, 13 (6.9%) cases 
turned out to be carcinomas, 11 of which were 
associated with gallstones.  All cases were in the sixth 
decade of life which is in conformity with our 
observation12.  Similarly, another local study of 260 
cases of cholelithiasis, carcinoma was found in the 
range of 6%13.
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Preoperative diagnosis of carcinoma gall bladder is 
difficult. Commenting on the role of ultrasonography, 
Samad reported 1396 cholecystectomies performed 
during six years, out of whom 16 patients (1.15%) 
were diagnosed as gall bladder carcinoma on 
histopathology, whereas only three patients had pre-
operative ultrasonographic features to raise suspicion 
for malignancy. The author concludes that 
ultrasonography which is the most common 
investigation for gallstones, can miss a significant 
number of malignant lesions of the gall bladder and 
every cholecystectomy specimen should be sent for 
histopathology14.

In our study, we found four cases (0.6%) of 
adenocarcinoma out of 680 gall bladder specimens, 
whereas no squamous cell ca was found. There was 
no preoperative suspicion of malignancy and diagnosis 
was made on histopathology. All patients were in the 
sixth decade of life.

An interesting finding in our study was the presence 
of  heterotopic pancreatic mucosa in one 
cholecystectomy specimen. Heterotopic pancreas is 
defined as presence of pancreatic tissue in an anatomical 
place not related to pancreas. Most frequent locations 
are stomach and small bowel. Gall bladder is rare. 
About 30 cases have been reported so far15. The 
preoperative diagnosis of heterotopic pancreas is 
difficult and the significance of incidental finding is 
unclear and requires a systemic review of the subject16.

Intestinal metaplasia was found in one specimen in 
our study, it is considered a premalignant condition 
therefore needs some scrutiny. Jorge Albrose showed 
intestinal metaplasia in 49 specimens removed for 
cholelithiasis. A whole range of changes were observed 
from the presence of mature goblet cells to those 
containing argentafin cells, peneth cells and gland like 
structures. He supports the hypothesis that cholelithiasis 
induces the formation of stem endodermal cells which 
may differentiate into mature intestinal or gastric 
mucosa17.

Khan et al reported 114 cholecystectomy patients out 
of 293 (39%) with intestinal metaplasia, this itself 
shows high frequency of metaplasia in Pakistan. 
Significant association with age more than 60 years, 
borderline association with moderate to high red chili 
pepper consumption and North Indian origins were 
noted18.

Tuberculosis of gall bladder with gallstones is very 
rarely mentioned in world literature. Around 150 cases 
have been described since 1870. Out of 680 cases 
operated for gallstone disease in five years, only two
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cases of tuberculosis were found in our study. We could 
not diagnose them preoperatively, as they appeared as 
usual cholelithiasis on ultrasonic examination.

After the diagnosis on histopathology, patients were 
treated with anti-tuberculous chemotherapy and 
recovered uneventfully.

Usman Ismat Butt et al reported a case in a Pakistani 
man who had cholecystectomy for gall bladder mass 
with stones. They were suspecting carcinoma but on 
histopathology, it turned out to be tuberculosis. Patient 
was treated with anti-tuberculous drugs and made an 
uneventful recovery. The authors suggested that 
tuberculosis is very common in Pakistan. It is therefore, 
likely that the incidence of tuberculosis of gall bladder 
is more than that reported in the Western literature19.

CONCLUSION

This is a descriptive study of 680 cases, operated for 
cholelithiasis, during a period of 5 years in our 
department, where histopathology specimens were 
later reviewed to observe not merely chronic 
cholecystitis but a plethora of histopathological changes 
including tuberculosis, premalignant conditions and 
carcinomas. This strengthens our belief that every gall 
bladder specimen should be subjected to 
histopathological examination.
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